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einer von 25 - weisen eine oft unerkannte Persönlichkeitsstörung auf, deren

The High-Conflict Custody Battle Amy J. L. Baker 2014-11-01 Is your ex-

wichtigstes Symptom ein fehlendes Gewissen ist. Soziopathen empfinden

spouse trying to gain custody of your kids? Has he or she launched a campaign

weder Scham, Schuld noch Reue. Sie lieben nicht und lernen früh, Gefühle

to make you look like a bad parent, both in the eyes of your children and the

vorzutäuschen. Tatsächlich aber interessieren sie sich nicht für uns. Wie

law? You aren’t alone. Unfortunately, high-conflict custody battles are all-too-

erkennen wir Soziopathen? Um uns gegen sie zu wappnen, lehrt Dr. Stout,

common in today’s world. So how can you arm yourself with the mental and

Autorität in Frage zu stellen, Schmeichelei mit Skepsis zu begegnen und vor

legal resources needed to survive this difficult time and keep your kids safe?

Rührseligkeit auf der Hut zu sein.

In The High-Conflict Custody Battle, a team of legal and psychology experts

Don't Alienate the Kids! Bill Eddy 2010-03-30 An examination of the child

present a practical guidebook for people like you who are engaged in a high-

alienation problem from the perspective of a lawyer/therapist/mediator who

conflict custody battle. If you are dealing with an overtly hostile,

trains professionals on managing high-conflict disputes.

inflammatory, deceitful, or manipulative ex-spouse, you will learn how to

Early Identification of Risk Factors for Parental Abduction 2001 The Office of

find and work with an attorney and prepare for a custody evaluation. The

Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention of the U.S. Department of

book also provides helpful tips you can use to defend yourself against false

Justice presents the full text of a bulletin entitled "Early Identification of Risk

accusations, and gives a realistic portrayal of what to expect during a legal

Factors for Parental Abduction," published in March 2001. The bulletin

fight. Going through a divorce is hard, but going through a custody battle can

discusses the risk factors associated with parental kidnapping and strategies

feel like war. Don’t go in unprepared. With this book as your guide, you will

that may be used to intervene with families at greatest risk. The bulletin

be able to navigate this difficult process and learn powerful skills that will

highlights research findings related to the risk factors and the effectiveness of

help you maintain a healthy relationship with your kids, fight unfair

the legal system's response to family abduction.

accusations, and uphold your rights as a parent.

Institutional Harassment Miguel Clemente Díaz 2022 This book offers a

Der gemachte Mann Raewyn Connell 2014-10-20 Männlichkeit, so zeigt

psychological approach to several forms of harassment often experienced in

dieses überaus erfolgreiche Buch, ist eine gesellschaftlich konstruierte

divorce cases in the justice system, including intimate partner aggression,

Kategorie, die längst nicht mehr eindeutig ist. Wie das soziale Geschlecht

sexual abuse of children, the unscientific parental alienation syndrome, and

,männlich‘ entstanden ist, und wie einzelne Männer mit der Vielfalt und den

the weaponization of the legal system from aggressors seeking revenge.

Krisen moderner Männlichkeiten umgehen, wird anschaulich geschildert. In

Will I Ever Be Free of You? Karyl McBride 2016-03-15 The first book for the

zwei neuen Kapiteln beleuchtet die Autorin die bisherige Rezeption ihrer

millions of daughters suffering from the emotional abuse of selfish, self-

Arbeit zur „hegemonialen Männlichkeit“ und stellt Geschlechterverhältnisse

involved mothers, "Will I Ever Be Good Enough?" provides the expert advice

in den Kontext einer Weltgesellschaft mit neoliberaler Prägung.

readers need to overcome debilitating histories and reclaim their lives.

Surviving Divorce, Fourth Edition Pamela Weintraub 2014-03-04 Beginning

I Want Out Sean Collinson 2013-02 We do not see things as they are, we see

with cautionary advice and enabling the reader to be sure divorce is the right

things as we are. When you change your perception, you change your

answer, the book moves right to the steps one should take before confronting

results., Custody, and Child Support Sometimes life can take turns which we

one's spouse with the decision. The book then moves on to cover the

are unprepared for. Divorce is one of those detours in life that rock the

following along with many other topics: - 21 strategic steps to planning for

foundation upon which we live. Without proper guidance and support,

divorce. - The things one needs to do when the decision to divorce is made. -

divorce can seem like an overwhelming and frightening path. Fortunately,

How to divorce in the least expensive and most expeditious way. - What to

there is hope! This book provides that vital guidance and support. In "I Want

look for in and what to ask of one's legal representative. - How to avoid all-out

Out," Family and Divorce Mediation Expert Sean Collinson provides practical

warfare. - Breaking the news to one's children. - Custody and visitation. -

and psychological insights which are derived from his many years of

Single parenting. - Dealing with emotions.

experience in the family law system. In this must have book, Sean educates

Die Engel sollen bei dir sein Cathy Glass 2019-08-30 Der achtjährige Michael

and helps change perceptions in order to achieve successful results by

ist im Begriff, Vollwaise zu werden: Seine Mutter verstarb früh, und nun ist

operating in reality verses heated emotion. Sean writes from the heart, from

auch noch sein Vater unheilbar erkrankt. Auf Wunsch des Vaters findet er

experience, and from the point of view of an ally. "I Want Out" provides the

ein neues Zuhause bei der Pflegemutter Cathy, die ihm liebevoll beisteht.

reader with insights, ideas, and wisdom on divorce, child custody, child

Voller Erstaunen beobachtet sie, wie gelassen Michael mit den belastenden

support, mediation, lawyers, and so much more. It is filled with information to

Umständen umgeht. Zuversicht schöpft der kleine Junge aus seinem

get you successfully through these challenging times. "I Want Out" speaks to

Glauben: Er betet täglich für die Erlösung seines Vaters und hofft, dass die

those who are contemplating divorce, going through divorce or are

Eltern im Himmel wieder vereint werden mögen ...

unmarried and dealing with paternity issues and concerns. It lends an

Tuesday und der Zauber des Anfangs 01 Angelica Banks 2014-07-21

opportunity to evaluate the situation, create a plan of action, and ultimately, to

Coordinazione genitoriale. Una guida pratica per i professionisti del diritto di

make educated decisions toward a solution that can help you get your life back

famiglia Debra K. Carter 2014-04-30T00:00:00+02:00 1305.193

on track and allow you to move on. AVOID COMMON MISTAKES ?

Der Soziopath von nebenan Martha Stout 2010-11-10 Wer ist der Teufel? Ist es

PROTECT YOURSELF! ?You don?t get what you deserve; you get what

Ihr Ex-Mann, der Sie belogen und betrogen hat? Ihr sadistischer Lehrer? Ihr

you negotiate.? -Sean Collinson ? Take control of your situation with

Chef? Ihre Kollegin? Erschreckende vier Prozent unserer Mitmenschen -

assertiveness and strategic thinking ? Learn how to deal with difficult
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personalities ? Learn how to protect yourself and make better choices

sexueller und häuslicher Gewalt. Es spiegelt zudem die vielfältigen

Michigan Law Review 2014

Erfahrungen der Autorin mit zahlreichen anderen traumatisierten Patienten

Gender and Domestic Violence Brenda Russell 2022 "Physical, psychological,

wider, vor allem mit Kriegsveteranen und Terroropfern. 2015 fasste Judith

and sexual abuse among intimate partners, commonly known as domestic

Herman die neuesten Forschungen und Entwicklungen zusammen und

violence, but more recently as intimate partner violence or IPV, is a

ergänzte somit ihren Klassiker, der nie an Aktualität verloren hat. "Das Buch

significant social and public health problem in the United States and

von Judith Herman ist eines der wichtigsten und gleichzeitig lesbarsten

worldwide. IPV had long been considered private by law enforcement,

Bücher der modernen Traumaforschung. Es sollte in allen universitären

rarely investigated by social science researchers, and poorly understood by

Seminaren zum Thema psychische Traumatisierungen zur Pflichtlektüre

mental health professionals. In the 1980s, a series of well-publicized court

gehören." - Dr. Arne Hofmann

cases, such as Thurman v. City of Torrington (1985), brought to light the

Men's Guide to High-Conflict Divorce Thomas B. Fitzgerald If you find your

grossly inadequate law enforcement response at the time, which allowed

self facing or embroiled in a divorce with a high-conflict individual, my heart

repeat offenders to avoid prosecution while their partners continued to be

goes out, but you aren't alone. This book is geared towards men who find

victimized, often fatally. In response, a grassroots victim advocacy movement

themselves in this situation, but the guidance provided is helpful to all

established shelter and other services for victims while lobbying state

genders. Having gone through a high-conflict divorce and losing my son in

legislatures across the United States, and subsequently to Canada, the U.K., and

the process, I wanted to try and help someone else in the same shoes. This is

other nations, to enact new laws that would hold offenders accountable

valuable information and may just help you make it through the process

(Buzawa & Buzawa, 2002; Russell, 2010)"--

intact. Bon chance!

Bin Ich Klein? / Kao Dikike Yu? Philipp Winterberg 2014-05-10

A Politically Incorrect Feminist Phyllis Chesler 2018-08-28 A powerful and

Zweisprachiges Bilderbuch Deutsch-Chamorro "Bin ich klein?" - Tamia ist

revealing memoir about the pioneers of modern-day feminism Phyllis

sich nicht sicher und zieht fragend und staunend durch eine kunterbunte

Chesler was a pioneer of Second Wave Feminism. Chesler and the women

Wunderwelt. Sie begegnet Regenbogensammlern und Herzchenfängern und

who came out swinging between 1972-1975 integrated the want ads, brought

entdeckt schließlich die überraschende Antwort... Rezensionen "zauberhaft" --

class action lawsuits on behalf of economic discrimination, opened rape crisis

Eselsohr, Fachzeitschrift für Kinder- und Jugendmedien "Der Vorteil [...] ist

lines and shelters for battered women, held marches and sit-ins for abortion

die relative Kürze der Texte. Selbst wenn die Kinder ihn mehrfach

and equal rights, famously took over offices and buildings, and pioneered high

vorgelesen bekommen, reißt ihre Aufmerksamkeit nicht ab." -- Welt des

profile Speak-outs. They began the first-ever national and international public

Kindes, Fachzeitschrift für Kindertageseinrichtungen "für Kinder, die es

conversations about birth control and abortion, sexual harassment, violence

lieben, Seiten voller magischer Kreaturen und drolliger Details länger zu

against women, female orgasm, and a woman’s right to kill in self-defense.

betrachten [...] erzählt in einfachen und bezaubernden Worten und

Now, Chesler has juicy stories to tell. The feminist movement has changed

phantasievollen Bildern." -- Kirkus Reviews "wunderbar für zweisprachige

over the years, but Chesler knew some of its first pioneers, including Gloria

Familien und Kindergärten geeignet [...] Ein wunderbares Spiel um

Steinem, Kate Millett, Flo Kennedy, and Andrea Dworkin. These women

Größenvergleiche und den eigenen Stand im Leben" -- Börsenblatt, Magazin

were fierce forces of nature, smoldering figures of sin and soul, rock stars and

für den Deutschen Buchhandel "Absolut entzückendes Bilderbuch für die

action heroes in real life. Some had been viewed as whores, witches, and

ganz Kleinen ... die aus einem anderen Blickwinkel auch 'megagroß' sein

madwomen, but were changing the world and becoming major players in

können!" -- XTME "Die Illustrationen sind bezaubernd. Verspielt und

history. In A Politically Incorrect Feminist, Chesler gets chatty while

fröhlich, liebevoll und warm, farbenfroh und lebendig. Vor allem aber sind

introducing the reader to some of feminism's major players and world-

sie eins: voller Wesen mit Persönlichkeit, gleich ob Katze mit Herzchen auf

changers.

dem Po, Pommes, Fabelwesen oder Mond. Zum ins Herz schließen." --

High Conflict People in Legal Disputes Bill Eddy 2012-03 An easy and

Amazon Customer Review aus Deutschland "Leser werden aus diesem Buch

practical book for legal professionals or anyone else disputing with someone

mit etwas mehr Vertrauen in sich selbst hervorgehen - unabhängig von ihrer

with a high-conflict personality.

Größe." -- ForeWord Clarion Reviews "This is baby's favorite book!" --

Defusing the High-Conflict Divorce Bernard Gaulier 2006-11 DEFUSING

Amazon Customer Review aus den USA "This has been my daughter's

THE HIGH-CONFLICT DIVORCE is a practical guide for therapists,

favourite book since she was 4 months old. The sentences are nice and short so

attorneys, social workers, clergy, custody evaluators, and others who work

she doesn't lose interest in the pictures while I'm reading each page." --

with angry divorcing couples. The book offers a unique set of proven

Amazon Customer Review aus England "Muito legal esse livro. Singelo,

programs for quelling the hostility in high-conflict co-parenting couples, and

divertido e relacionado ao universo da criança. Bom pra desenvolver o

"defusing" their prolonged, bitter and emotional struggles.

vocabulário. As ilustrações são lindas. Meu filho adorou." -- Amazon Customer

Ich hasse dich - verlass mich nicht Jerold J. Kreisman 2012-06-18 Menschen

Review aus Brasilien "You are small or big depending on with what you

mit einer Borderline-Persönlichkeit leiden unter extremen

relate to. A simple cute book which exactly portrays this message." -- Amazon

Stimmungsschwankungen und der ständigen Angst, verlassen zu werden.

Customer Review aus Indien "Beautifully illustrated and cleverly written." --

Die überarbeitete und erweiterte Neuausgabe dieses Standardwerks enthält

Amazon Customer Review aus Australien "Written in a very simple way but

neueste Forschungsergebnisse und Therapieansätze sowie aktualisierte

with a profound message for both adults and kids." -- Amazon Customer

Zahlen. Betroffene, Angehörige, Ärzte und Therapeuten erhalten hilfreiche

Review aus den USA "Whenever I have time to read to her, she wants this

Unterstützung.

book. And she repeats words. That's insanely cute." -- Amazon Customer

Heile dein Herz Louise Hay 2014-08-08 Dieses Buch verbindet auf

Review aus Kanada "Ce petit livre est tout ce que j'aime !!! Le graphisme, les

wunderbare Weise Louise Hays Lehren zur Kraft der positiven Gedanken

couleurs, tout y est magnifiquement soigné, poétique et charmant !!! [...] Une

und David Kesslers jahrelange Erfahrung in der Trauerarbeit. Es macht Mut,

merveille de beauté et de magie à ne pas louper !!!" -- Amazon Customer

sich mit den verschiedenen Arten der Verluste und diesen

Review aus Frankreich "My little boy loves this as a bedtime story. It's

Herausforderungen des Lebens auseinanderzusetzen. Einfühlsam zeigen die

colourful and quirky. [...] I thought it would be uninteresting to a child, to be

Autoren, dass es auch ein Leben nach dem Verlust gibt. Sie helfen dabei, ein

read to in another language, but he asks for 'Bin ich klein' and it melts my

stärkeres Selbstbewusstsein und größeres Mitgefühl zu entwickeln, einen

heart!" -- Amazon Customer Review aus England Verfügbare Sprachen Das

inneren Rückzugsort zu entdecken, um weitere Verluste und

Bilderbuch Bin ich klein? ist für jedes Land der Erde in mindestens einer

Herausforderungen meistern zu können, und den richtigen Weg zu finden,

Landessprache verfügbar.

um Trennungen zu verarbeiten, Abschied zu nehmen oder den Jobverlust zu

Die Narben der Gewalt Judith Herman 2018-03-28 Dieses Buch ist das

akzeptieren. Lernen Sie, wie Sie die Kraft der Trauer nutzen können, um an

Ergebnis jahrzehntelanger Forschung und praktischer Arbeit mit Opfern

sich selbst zu wachsen und Frieden mit sich und anderen zu finden. Spüren
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Sie, dass Sie Ihr Herz heilen können.

thousands of dollars, helped them keep custody of their children, and

Rules of Estrangement Joshua Coleman, PhD 2021-03-02 A guide for parents

effectively guided them through a difficult legal and emotional process.

whose adult children have cut off contact that reveals the hidden logic of

Written by a family law attorney and therapist, and the author of Stop

estrangement, explores its cultural causes, and offers practical advice for

Walking on Eggshells, Splitting is an essential legal and psychological guide

parents trying to reestablish contact with their adult children. “Finally, here’s

for anyone divorcing a persuasive blamer: someone who suffers from

a hopeful, comprehensive, and compassionate guide to navigating one of the

borderline personality disorder (BPD), narcissistic personality disorder (NPD),

most painful experiences for parents and their adult children alike.”—Lori

and/or antisocial personality disorder (ASPD). This second edition includes

Gottlieb, psychotherapist and New York Times bestselling author of Maybe

new information about antisocial personalities; expanded information about

You Should Talk to Someone Labeled a silent epidemic by a growing number

domestic violence, child abuse, alienation, and false allegations; how to

of therapists and researchers, estrangement is one of the most disorienting and

approach protective orders and deal with child custody disputes; and a new

painful experiences of a parent's life. Popular opinion typically tells a one-

chapter on how to successfully present your case to decision makers. Turn to

sided story of parents who got what they deserved or overly entitled adult

this guide to help you: Predict what your spouse may do or say in court Take

children who wrongly blame their parents. However, the reasons for

control of your case with assertiveness and strategic thinking Choose a lawyer

estrangement are far more complex and varied. As a result of rising rates of

who understands your case Learn how e-mails and social networking can be

individualism, an increasing cultural emphasis on happiness, growing

used against you If you need help navigating a high-conflict divorce from a

economic insecurity, and a historically recent perception that parents are

manipulative spouse, this book includes all of the critical information you need

obstacles to personal growth, many parents find themselves forever shut out

to work through the process of divorce in an emotionally balanced, productive

of the lives of their adult children and grandchildren. As a trusted

way.

psychologist whose own daughter cut off contact for several years and

Родители и взрослые дети. Как разрешить конфликты и восстановить

eventually reconciled, Dr. Joshua Coleman is uniquely qualified to guide

отношения Джошуа Коулман 2022-08-04 Разрыв с собственным ребенком

parents in navigating these fraught interactions. He helps to alleviate the

– одна из самых тяжелых невзгод, которые могут выпасть на долю

ongoing feelings of shame, hurt, guilt, and sorrow that commonly attend these

родителя. Иногда родители своим поведением способствуют желанию

dynamics. By placing estrangement into a cultural context, Dr. Coleman helps

ребенка держаться на расстоянии, а иногда проблема заключается в их

parents better understand the mindset of their adult children and teaches

взрослом ребенке или его супруге. Психолог Джошуа Коулман сам

them how to implement the strategies for reconciliation and healing that he

пережил отчуждение от собственной дочери. В книге обсуждаются

has seen work in his forty years of practice. Rules of Estrangement gives

распространенные причины отчуждения, рассказываются истории

parents the language and the emotional tools to engage in meaningful

отчужденных родителей и подробно разбираются необходимые действия

conversation with their child, the framework to cultivate a healthy

на пути к воссоединению с детьми.В формате PDF A4 сохранен

relationship moving forward, and the ability to move on if reconciliation is no

издательский макет книги.

longer possible. While estrangement is a complex and tender topic, Dr.

Attachment Centered Play Therapy Clair Mellenthin 2019-04-16 Attachment

Coleman's insightful approach is based on empathy and understanding for both

Centered Play Therapy offers clinicians a holistic, play-based approach to child

the parent and the adult child.

and family therapy that is presented through the lens of attachment theory.

Clinical and Psychological Perspectives on Foul Play Stephen J. Morewitz

Along the way, chapters explore the theoretical underpinnings of attachment

2019-08-02 Clinical and Psychological Perspectives on Foul Play examines a

theory to provide a foundational understanding of the theory while also

wide range of factors that can influence how police determine foul play in

supplying evidence-based interventions, practical strategies, and illuminative

possible homicide cases and in other possible crimes. It develops a new theory

case studies. This informative new resource strives to combine theory and

of uncertainty at micro, meso, and macro levels to explain how law

practice in a single intuitive model designed to maximize the child-parent

professionals arrive at this decision. Specifically, it examines the extent to

relationship, repair attachment wounds, and address underlying symptoms of

which uncertainty in these situations can be influenced by media coverage,

trauma.

family and community pressures, socioeconomic factors, demographic

Parenting Coordination Dr. Debra K. Carter, Ph.D. 2011-02-18 Parenting

elements of victims, as well as police knowledge and resources. Written for

Coordination is a child-centered process for conflicted divorced and divorcing

forensic practitioners, this book describes how these professionals can consult

parents. The Parenting Coordinator (PC) makes decisions to help high-conflict

with law enforcement on such issues as the staging of crime scenes to mask

parents who cannot agree to parenting decisions on their own. This

intent, the initiation of community strategies to find missing persons, and the

professional text serves as a training manual for use in all states and provinces

reliability of behavioral profiles. The latest research from the Foul Play

which utilize Parenting Coordination, addressing the intervention process and

Project and the Missing Persons Project are employed to support the

the science that supports it. The text offers up-to-date research, a practical

recommendations in this book and to point the way toward further research

guide for training, service provision, and references to relevant research for

in this area.

quality parenting coordination practice. Specifically, this book describes the

The High-Conflict Custody Battle Amy J. L. Baker 2014-01-11 A team of legal

integrated model of Parenting Coordination, including the Parent

and psychology experts presents a practical guidebook for parents engaged in

Coordinator's professional role, responsibilities, protocol for service, and ethical

a high-conflict custody battle that will help navigate this difficult process and

guidelines.

provide the skills for maintaining a healthy relationship with their children.

Make Any Divorce Better! Ed Sherman 2009-08-13 Divorce is a difficult

Original.

passage, but there are practical things any couple can do, individually or

Splitting Bill Eddy 2021-07-01 This highly anticipated second edition of

together, to make the transition as painless as possible. Every divorcing couple

Splitting includes new chapters on abuse, alienation, and false allegations; as

needs the guidance in this book because, without it, the process will not go

well as information about the four types of domestic violence, protective

smoothly. Author Ed Sherman, an attorney with 35 years of experience and

orders, and child custody disputes. Are you divorcing someone who’s making

over 45,000 successful cases, shows how most divorces fit one of five profiles.

the process as difficult as possible? Are they sending you nasty emails,

He helps readers discover their profile then leads them through the process,

falsifying the truth, putting your children in the middle, abusing you, or

step by step, of overcoming what can otherwise turn into major mental and

abusing the system? Are they “persuasive blamers,” manipulating and fooling

monetary roadblocks. Through its communication, organizational, and

court personnel to get them on their side? If so, you need this book. For more

negotiation tools, Make Any Divorce Better! not only saves readers money,

than ten years, Splitting has served as the ultimate guide for people divorcing

but puts them - not lawyers or the courts - in charge of the process, allowing

a high conflict person, one who often has borderline or narcissistic (or even

them to get it done faster, with a minimum of emotional and financial

antisocial) personality disorder. Among other things, it has saved readers

expense, and move on with their lives.
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The Battle and Backlash Rage On Stacey Elin Rossi 2004-07-07 In The Battle

their obligations to their clients and the court. The Second Edition adds

and Backlash Rage On: Why feminism cannot be obsolete edited by Stacey

chapters on family observation, parental alienation, and sexual abuse. Forensic

Elin Rossi, hot topics include: misogyny, antifeminism and/or bigotry in

psychologists, family lawyers, and judges will be equipped with the most

"men's rights" groups and "feminist" groups (such as ifeminists); critiques of

current information to aid in custody decisions.

the mainstream view that feminism is an outdated idea and no longer needed;

Scheidungsfolgen - die Kinder tragen die Last Judith S. Wallerstein 2002

contemporary obstacles to overcoming backlash, such as corrupt manipulation

The International Handbook of Parental Alienation Syndrome Richard A.

of data in antifeminist rhetoric; and the like. Issues covered include: Rhetorical

Gardner 2006 The dramatic increase in the number of child-custody disputes

denial that men hold the responsibility to end rape Me-too-ism by some men

since the seventies has created an equally dramatic need for a standard

in regard to women's only programs, such as healthcare Distortion of the

reference work that examines the growing social problem of children who

image of the father by mens rights groups Implicit and explicit misogyny and

develop an irrational hatred for a parent as the result of divorce. The

antifeminism among ifeminists and mens rightists Sexism and the patriarchal

International Handbook of Parental Alienation Syndrome: Conceptual, Clinical,

birthright in divorce and its harm to children manifest in the custodial

and Legal Considerations features clinical, legal, and research perspectives

decisions taking away children from their mothers and leaving them in the

from 32 contributors representing eight countries, building on the work of

hands of the abuser Prevalence of domestic violence and its impact on the

the late Dr. Richard Gardner, a pioneer in the theory, practice, diagnosis, and

nations children Backlash against an ill-informed view of affirmative action

treatment of Parental Alienation Syndrome (PAS). This unique book addresses

and political correctness that allegedly gives privilege, particularly to women

the effects of PAS on parents and children, discusses issues surrounding

The compendium presents a combination of scholarly and nonscholarly works,

reconciliation between parent and alienated child, and includes material

a blend that appeals to both academics and nonacademics alike. Its ultimate

published for the first time on incidence, gender, and false allegations of abuse

purpose is to demonstrate that feminism works for the benefit of all

in PAS. Content highlights examines PAS and the roles of family members,

humankind and *not*, as claimed, to the detriment of men. These articles and

the criminal justice system, and the need for public awareness and

essays will hopefully demystify the issues, give a desperately needed more

policymakers to respond to PAS. Descriptive statistics on 84 cases are given,

powerful force in favor of feminism, and serve to controvert rampant

and the factors affecting reconciliation between the child and target parent are

antifeminism, which can be, in effect, cleverly masqueraded misogyny. This

listed. The mild, moderate, and severe categories of PAS are explored, and the

material is all rather cutting-edge. No volume to date has encompassed these

psychological consequences of PAS indoctrination for adult children of divorce

very current developments in the sexual political landscape. All over the

and the effects of alienation on parents are researched. The role of medical

westernized world, the cultural melee surrounding the issue of sex/gender

reports in the development of PAS, sexual abuse allegations, and future

sounds like a cacophony of agitated voices screaming in rage. From

predictions on the fate of PAS children are many of the clinical considerations

angryharry blaming global warming on feminists, as well as rape on women,

in this book. The legal issues concern PAS in American law, criticisms of PAS

the very victims themselves,1 to MS Magazine bulletin board participants

in courts of law, protecting the fundamental rights of children in families,

claiming that men hate women2, the ideological battle seems to be at a greater

family law reform, International PAS abductions, and the legal requirements

intensity than ever before. However, this battle remains relatively confined

of experts giving evidence to courts. The impact and implications of PAS are

to the fringes of society and to academe; feminism per se is no longer part of

immense, and no other single source provides the depth and breadth of

our cultural mainstream. While women all over the world, particularly in

coverage of the topic than the clinical and forensic chapters in this book.

developing countries, are increasingly associating themselves with the label

High-Conflict Parenting Post-Separation Eia Asen 2020-03-12 High-Conflict

feminist, women in the United States seem to be abandoning the term in

Parenting Post-Separation: The Making and Breaking of Family Ties describes

droves. From boardrooms to bedrooms, not the four letter version but the

an innovative approach for families where children are caught up in their

eight letter F-word appears verboten. As criticized by some European

parents’ acrimonious relationship - before, during and after formal legal

feminists, American women, particularly those otherwise-would-be feminists,

proceedings have been initiated and concluded. This first book in a brand-new

dont like to offend their men. Standing by their men, they have begun to

series by researchers and clinicians at the Anna Freud National Centre for

increasingly eschew feminism and even have begun to join the ranks of the

Children and Families (AFNCCF) outlines a model of therapeutic work

enemy the mens rightists. A search on the internet for articles and essays may

which involves children, their parents and the wider family and social

produce thousands of hits on the obsoleteness of feminism; however, polls and

network. The aim is to protect children from conflict between their parents

general trends indicate that the vast majority of women, as well as men,

and thus enable them to have healthy relationships across both ‘sides’ of their

believe in gender equity. One might hear a young woman say,

family network. High-Conflict Parenting Post-Separation is written for

contradictorily, Sure, I believe women should be equal to men, but Im not a

professionals who work with high-conflict families – be that psychologists,

feminist. According to Geni Hawkins, Somehow, the term nazi has gotten

psychiatrists, child and adult psychotherapists, family therapists, social

tacked onto the end of the word [feminist], and the prevailing opinion seems

workers, children’s guardians and legal professionals including solicitors and

to have become that the word connotes a shrill, man-hating, bra-burning (I'm

mediators, as well as students and trainees in all these different disciplines.

surprised they're not still going off about us bobbing our hair), unfulfilled

The book should also be of considerable interest for parents who struggle with

female.3 One major unresolved and possibly unresolvable problem is,

post-separation issues that involve their children.

unsurprisingly, just how to proceed in such a splintered and alienating

Toxic Divorce: A Workbook for Alienated Parents Kathleen M. Reay

movement, and one that has been given such a bad reputation. Like so many

2012-07-10 Are you an alienated parent dealing with a toxic divorce?Is your

other cultural stereotypes, such as the shad

former spouse making derogatory remarks about you to your children?Have

Teen Mental Health: An Encyclopedia of Issues and Solutions Len Sperry

your children become really angry with you?Is your ex claiming that your

2022-09-30 This encyclopedia provides a concise introduction to the mental

children don't want to see you anymore?Do you children no longer want to

health topics of greatest concern to adolescents. If offers young readers the

have anything to do with your family, friends, or pets?Is your ex resisting or

information they need to better understand mental disorders and the

refusing to cooperate by not allowing you access to your children?If you

importance of psychological well-being.

answer yes to one or more questions, then parental alienation (PA) or parental

The Scientific Basis of Child Custody Decisions Robert M. Galatzer-Levy

alienation syndrome (PAS) may be occurring. This workbook will provide

2009-03-23 The legal system requires mental health professionals to provide

the knowledge, understanding, real-life examples, step-by-step directions, and

research summaries to support their evaluations in child custody cases.

powerful strategies to deal with the ramifications of PA or PAS.Alienated

Contributions from leading developmental researchers, legal professionals, and

parents will learn effective ways to overcome negative thoughts, feelings,

clinicians describe how scientific evidence is properly used in court. Timely

and behaviors that can stand in the way of rebuilding loving relationships

and current, this book helps evaluators access the best information to fulfill

with their children. Mental health and legal professionals will find the
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information in this book extremely valuable to help their clients and work in

support, and again how to gauge assets, including hidden income such as

the best interests of alienated children.

"excessive deductions on paychecks" --a nice dodge which amounts to loaning

Liebe Mama, böser Papa Gabriele Ten Hövel 2003

Uncle Sam the money until tax time! You will also: --Discover how to handle

Win Your Child Custody War Charlotte Hardwick 2005-11-16 Win Your

psychologists and other "evaluators" and influence them to your advantage.

Child Custody War, is impressive in both its depth and its breadth. It is a

For example beware of the "halo effect." (Have your side evaluated by the

practical "how-to" book, but it is extremely well researched and covers every

psychologist first to secure that effect.) --Understand what psychological tests

imaginable custodial issue. No one involved in a custodial battle should enter

can be given and what they can mean in the dispute. Sometimes the judge

the courtroom without first reading it. With this book everybody wins--

makes the court-ordered decision of a professional binding, so that "you have

mothers, fathers, and especially the children. The use of the military

in fact a new judge." --Appreciate the role of other experts, what they can and

metaphor throughout (including a photo of a child in a Marine Corps dress

cannot do to further your case, and how to evaluate and get a reliable expert

uniform on the cover) is in recognition of two salient facts about custody

who will make an effective witness.--Learn the value of keeping a detailed

disputes: they can be psychologically as brutal as war; and the stakes can be

log of everything pertaining to your case and its possible use as

extremely high. Yet, the book demonstrates with details and documents, that

documentation. Hardwick presents this with some tips on how e-mail and

negotiations are possible, and if the welfare of the child has the highest

computer files can come back to haunt you if you share the wrong

priority, both sides can win.I would advise you, however, NOT to go into

information, even anonymously or through the assumption of an Internet

court without having first read this remarkable book. Over the course of 640

moniker.--Become knowledgeable about lie detectors and their use and

triple-columned pages, Hardwick shares her personal experience and her

misuse and the reach of DNA testing.--Know which problems or accusations

painfully accumulated knowledge on just about every conceivable aspect of

are issues and which are non-issues in the eyes of the law. For example, child

the child custody wars while guiding the reader toward a powerful strategy.

endangerment is an issue; a "blended" family is not. Physical abuse is an issue;

If you don't have this book you are likely to be overmatched; indeed if your

false accusations may or may not be. --Be introduced to the infamous Parental

attorney doesn't have this book, he or she is likely to be overmatched. In fact,

Alienation Syndrome (PAS) in which one parent tries to alienate the child

I would say that the first thing you should do after reading the book yourself,

from the other parent through lies and distortions. PAS includes "The Grand

is buy a copy for your attorney and somehow persuade him or her to open

Lie" in which one side falsely accuses the other of child sexual abuse, a charge

the pages and to start reading--anywhere in the book. I promise you your

that is hard to become completely free of, regardless of the truth of the

attorney will learn facts, ideas, strategies new to him or her. The expanse and

accusation.Hardwick even includes some humor with eleven ways on how to

depth of the material presented here quite frankly amazed me. This

know "You've Been in Court Too Long" (from Dean Hughson). If this isn't

extensive tome constitutes an entire course not only in child custody disputes

enough there is a presentation of ingrained psychological strategies that you

but in human psychology, parenting, and the law itself. Some items: There

might use or encounter such as the famous "Tit for Tat" from game theory or

are 91 pages citing, summarizing, quoting from, and referencing relevant

the sneaky "Tranquilizer" who lulls you to inattention and then takes

cases and decisions.There is a detailed guide on how to negotiate and what

advantage.There is a Glossary of Terms and a detailed Index as well as a lot

conflict resolution is all about;a chapter on how to handle discovery and

information on resources throughout. There's even a chapter on lies and how

depositions; another on judges, what to expect from them and how you might

to correct them (should you be the liar!).The mass of information and the

get a good one or avoid a bad one; there's guidance on what to expect in court

sharp, sound guidance contained herein really amount to a post graduate

and how to present yourself and your case; how to select an attorney; what

course in child custody disputes. Even so I was almost as much impressed

your case is likely to cost and how to discover the assets of your adversaries,

with Hardwick's assertive, no-nonsense writing style and organization that

including (this floored me) hidden assets such as "Overpayments to the IRS".

managed to painlessly inform while emphasizing a positive approach.

You will learn about how much you can expect to pay or receive in child

Verliebt - verlassen - wie verwandelt Susan Anderson 2001
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